STC Strategic Summer Planning Meeting  
July 28th, 2009

Discussion of the financial difficulties for the international STC: Alison had a great point: in this time of economic troubles, the last thing we should do is cut back on networking and training opportunities.

Our initiatives for this year are:
1. Communicate benefits of STC
2. Make connections from classroom to the professional world
3. Network
4. Increase newsletter submissions
5. Focus on training

2009-2010 Calendar

Aug 17 6-8pm ORIENTATION Tompkins Hall

Aug 20 Carolina Chapter Meeting (see www.stc-carolina.org)

Aug 27 7:30 Networking at Mitch’s

Sept 17 Carolina Chapter Luau(see www.stc-carolina.org)

Sept Week Long Training with DELTA

Oct TBD What's the Scoop? Discussion about spring registration

Nov/Dec End of semester/graduation party

Jan Orientation for new students and Community Service Project TBD

Feb 26 7-9pm Game Day


May 675 Project defenses and End of semester
Items we want to accomplish this year: T-shirts, door prizes, incentives to submit newsletter articles, new community fact sheet, Ning

OREINTATION PLANNING (approx 30 people expected)

Set Up: Sarah EW, Sarah M, Peggy

Clean Up: All

Nicole: Chips and Salsa

Alison: Baked Brie

Peggy: Cookies

Sarah M: Meatballs

Aisha: Fruit salad

Peggy will get drinks, ice, veggie platter to be reimbursed by STC.